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Observation of a Strong Rectified Dipole Force in a Bichromatic Standing Light Wave
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We report on the observation of a strong optical dipole force which is exerted on atoms in a bi-
chromatic standing light wave as a result of nonlinear wave-mixing processes. This force can substan-
tially exceed the upper limit of the spontaneous light force and, in contrast to the dipole force in mono-
chromatic standing-wave fields, acts with constant sign on a macroscopic spatial scale.

PACS numbers: 32.80.Pj, 42.50.Vk

The induced dipole force can strongly aA'ect the
motion of atoms in inhomogeneous light fields. ' In
standing-wave laser fields, which have been the subject
of extensive studies, a very strong dipole force can
occur, greatly exceeding the principal upper limit of the
spontaneous force. ' In a single monochromatic standing
wave, however, the application of this possibly strong
force to manipulate the motion of atoms is restricted by
the fact that the force spatially oscillates on the optical
wavelength scale: Here the dipole force cannot
effectively act on a macroscopic spatial scale as it van-

ishes in a wavelength average.
Recently, very interesting eff'ects were considered in

the works of Kazantsev and Krasnov, Voitsekhovich et
al. , and Javanainen: Long-wavelength dipole forces
are predicted to occur in bichromatic standing-wave
fields as a result of a "rectification, "

being due to non-
linear wave-mixing processes. DiA'erent rectification
schemes were investigated for two-level atoms and a
A-type three-level system. A relatively weak rectified
dipole force may have already been observed in an exper-
iment;' here, however, it at least remains unclear which
rectification scheme was realized.

It is the aim of this Letter to present the first clear ex-
perimental demonstration of a strong rectified dipole
force for the elementary case of two-level atoms in a bi-
chromatic standing light wave (BSLW). Before discuss-
ing our experiment, let us explain the basic physics of the
rectification eA'ect in a simple comprehensible picture; a
detailed theoretical description has already been given
but an illustrative explanation has not been provided up
to now.

We consider the dipole force exerted on two-level
atoms in a bichromatic light field under the following
condition, ' allowing for a relatively easy theoretical
description. We assume that one frequency component
(co~) of the field is strongly detuned from resonance, so
that the corresponding detuning h, i greatly exceeds all
other relevant parameters of all points of the field:

1~i I
» ~ i(r), ~o(r), l~ol, y;

here bio(r) and teal(r) denote the space-dependent opti-
cal Rabi frequencies of the two field components, Ao rep-

resents the detuning of the other field component (coo),
and y is the natural transition linewidth (HWHM). We
furthermore neglect all eA'ects induced by the atomic
motion, like, e.g. , friction forces. ' This approximation
is justified as long as all Doppler shifts occurring in the
bichromatic field remain small compared with the natu-
ral transition linewidth.

We use a Fourier expansion of the optical Bloch equa-
tions to calculate the induced atomic dipole moment. "
From its Fourier components oscillating with the field
frequencies too and to~ it is straightforward to calculate
the two corresponding contributions Fo(r) and Fl (r) to
the total dipole force Fd,~(r) =Fo(r) + F1 (r). In this
way, we obtain

a,a(r)/yF,(r)= ——, r y, VG, (r),
~,',(r)/y'+1+ G, (r)

Go(r)F((r) = ——'hy 1— &G (r),
d„tr(r)/y +1+Go(r)

(2a)

(2b)
where G;(r) =0; (r)/2y =I;(r)/I, „. , (i =0, 1) represent
the optical saturation parameters determined by the in-
tensities lo(r) and I~ (r) of the two field components and
the saturation intensity I„.t of the transition.

In Eqs. (2a) and (2b) the effective detuning parameter

a,f(r) =ao+ y-'G
1 (r)/a| (3)

takes into account that the field (too) closer to resonance
sees a light shift of the transition frequency induced by
nonlinear wave mixing with the strongly detuned field
(col). We note that light-shift effects of this kind are
well known in laser spectroscopy;' also, quite recently
their possible importance in laser-cooling experiments
was pointed out. ' ' In fact, in our case, the light-shift
eAect plays the essential role for the rectification of the
dipole force in a BSLW, as will be demonstrated in the
following.

We now consider a field consisting of two collinear
standing waves (too, co~) interacting with the optical two-
level transition. The corresponding intensity profiles
are described by Io=lo[1 —cos(2kox)] and I~ =I~[1
—cos(2k|x)], with ko =coo/c and k~ =co~/c. Because of
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« kc I k ~) the two sinusoidal standing-wave profiles

display a spatial phase shift &=26kx with respect to
each other: (ti oscillates in space with a period Lo=a/Bk
greatly exceeding the optical wavelength A. =2'/k =2'/
kp=2z/k~ and thus can be regarded as constant over

some optical wavelengths.
Figure 1 illustrates how the light-shift effect leads to

the rectification of the force component Fo(x) =F0(x)i.
In our example, we assume p =3m/2, Gp =Ip/I, ,t =2000,
Ap =10y, G ~

=I~/I, ~

= 3000, and h~ = —300 y; these pa-
rameters fulfill the condition Ao+ y-'Gl/d,

~

=0 for an op-
timum rectification, as will be discussed in detail else-
where. According to Eq. (3), the light shift A, p(x) —at)
occurs proportional to the intensity I~(x) of the strongly
detuned field. As a consequence, the efl'ective detuning

A,q(x) displays a spatial oscillation [see Fig. 1(b)]; i.e., a

spatially alternating sign reversal occurs. This leads to a

corresponding spatially alternating sign reversal in the
force Fti(x), which is an odd function of A, lr. In our ex-

ample, the sign of Fo(x) in the BSLW [see the solid line

in Fig. 1(c)] is reversed exactly where it would be nega-
tive in a monochromatic standing wave [see the dashed
line in Fig. 1(c)]; otherwise, the force keeps its positive

sign. This, obviously, means spatial rectification of the
dipole force: An overall-positive force profile Fo(x) re-
sults. The corresponding "rectified dipole force, "
defined as force (Fo) averaged over the rapid variations
on the k scale, is of the order of the maximum dipole
force in a standing wave and thus can greatly exceed the

upper limit Aky of the spontaneous force.
The second component F~ (x) [see Eq. (2b)] exhibits a

similar rectification eff'ect. There the underlying mecha-
nism is a space-dependent saturation of the optical tran-
sition leading to a periodical decrease of the force; this is

mathematically described by the term in square brackets
in Eq. (2b), which directly represents the population
probability difference between the ground and excited
states. Without going into more details here, we note
that this saturation-induced rectification in Fl(x) turns
out to be much less efl'ective in obtaining a strong force
than the light-shift-induced rectification in Fo(x).

Quite comprehensibly, the phase &=2rrx/Lo plays a
crucial role for the rectification effect both in force com-
ponents Fo and F~ and in the total force Fd, P. For &=0,z
no rectification takes place, and for p=a/2 (&=3m/2)
the maximum negative (positive) rectified force occurs.
Thus, theory predicts a spatial period LB =A/Bk»k of
the rectified dipole force (Fd,P).

In our experiment, schematically shown in Fig. 2, we
studied the deflection of an atomic beam perpendicularly
injected into a BSLW. Our beam of sodium atoms emit-
ted from an oven with a temperature of -620 K was
shaped by two diaphragms (round holes with diameter
0.25 mm) separated by 290 mm. The residual gas pres-
sure in the vacuum chamber was 10 mbar. The in-

teraction of the atoms with the deAecting light took place
10 mm behind the second diaphragm.

The radiation for the deflecting light field was ob-
tained from the two-frequency laser described in Ref. 15.
This laser provided a beam consisting of two collinearly
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FIG. l. Illustration of the light-shift-induced rectification of

the dipole force component Fo(x) in a BSLW, where

Gp =2000, G I =3000, 4p =10y, h, l
= —300@, and @ =3m/2 are

assumed. (a) The intensity profiles Ip(x) and II (x) of the two

standing-wave components. (b) Solid curve, the space-
dependent effectiv detuning A,six) =ho+ y'6 i/Ai. ' dashed

line, the initial detuning Ao without the light-shift effect. (c)
Solid curve, the force profile Fp(x) resulting in the BSLW;
dashed curve, for comparison, the corresponding force profile

which would result in the absence of the second, light-shifting

standing wave (I I =0).
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FIG. 2. Scheme of the experiment to observe the rectified

dipole force in a BSLW. P, polarizer; )/4, quarter-wave plate.
Inset: Periodical dependence of the rectified dipole force (Fd, p)

on the distance I between interaction region and mirror.
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propagating Gaussian TEMoo modes with approximately
equal power P ]

=P2 =25 m W and a frequency separa-
tion he@/2@=1.45 GHz; according to theory, a corre-
sponding period of L0=10.3 cm of the rectified dipole
force can be expected.

In atomic sodium, as is well known, the F=2-F'=3
transition of the hyperfine-split D2 line excited with cir-
cularly polarized light ofters a two-level system. ' We
tuned the higher-frequency mode (rnp) of our laser close
to resonance with this transition, choosing a positive de-
tuning do/2m=+140 MHz. This value was, on one
hand, small enough for a sufficient excitation of the two-
level transition. On the other hand, it turned out to be
large enough to prevent a strong unwanted excitation of
the F=2-F'=1,2 transitions, which leads to an optical
pumping of the atoms into the F=1 ground state. The
other field component (nt~) was strongly detuned from
the two-level transition (h~/2m= —1.31 GHz) as well as
from all other transitions of the hyperfine-split line. For
this choice of laser frequencies, the condition of a two-

level system is realized, allowing for a clear interpreta-
tion of the experimental results in terms of the light-shift
efl'ect and not in terms of optical pumping as discussed

by Javanainen.
The plane mirror (see Fig. 2) was accurately aligned

for exact backward reflection of the laser beam. An op-
tical isolator prevented feedback into the laser and pro-
vided circular polarization of the light. The beam waist
of the weakly focused laser beam with a diameter d =0.4
mm (1/e intensity drop) was located in the mirror plane.
Here the mean intensity in the beam center of each of
the two standing-wave fields was In=1~ =40 W/cm,
corresponding to the saturation parameters Gp=G~
=6000.

The distance L between mirror and interaction region
remained small compared with the confocal parameter
b =md /21=40 cm in all our experiments. In this case,
the wave fronts are sufficiently planar so that no
significant beam deflection can result from a channeling
of the atoms. " We also very carefully aligned the per-
pendicularity of laser beam and atomic beam with an ac-
curacy of +0.5 mrad in order to exclude a beam
deflection on account of the friction force. '

The transverse profile of the deflected atomic beam
was scanned 290 mm behind the interaction region.
Here the use of a single-frequency probe laser beam, in-

tersecting the atomic beam at an angle of 76, allowed
for a velocity-selective detection:' We monitored the
beam profile of those atoms in the ground state (F=2)
of the two-level transition with a longitudinal velocity of
v =800 m/s.

We measured the deflection profiles resulting from
various positions in the BSLW; i.e., we varied the dis-
tance L between mirror and interaction region. Charac-
teristic beam profiles, observed for the three most
significant distances L =0.25LO, 0.5LO, and 0.75LO
(p=z/2, z, and 3~/2, respectively), are shown as solid

curves in Fig. 3; for comparison, the corresponding initial
beam profiles observed in the absence of the BSLW are
displayed as dashed curves. We are interested in the dis-
placements of the center of mass of the beam profile
since they reflect the average deflecting force. We note
that the additional broadening, showing up in a similar
way as for a single deflecting standing wave, occurs on
account of the diflerent atomic trajectories through the
force profile, rapidly varying on the A. scale [see Fig.
1(a)l, and velocity-difl'usion processes. '

For L =0.25Lo, the deflection profile [see Fig. 3(a)]
shows a substantial displacement 5=0.65 mm of the
beam center, which is directed towards the mirror. From
this shift we estimate an average force (F) = —4.0hky
acting during the transit time d/t =0.5 ps of the atoms
through the laser beam. For L =0.5Lo [see Fig. 3(b)],
we registered no displacement of the beam center. For
L =0.75Lo [see Fig. 3(c)], we observed a displacement
S= —0.55 mm directed away from the mirror; here we
estimate an average deflecting force (F) =+3.4hky of
opposite sign and nearly the same magnitude as for
L =0.25Lo. Our observation that the force here appears
somewhat weaker is probably explained by a less ideal
experimental realization of the standing-wave field for a
larger distance between mirror and interaction region.
As a check, we also measured the beam deflection result-
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FIG. 3. Experimental atomic-beam profiles in the measured
region for three different distances L (see Fig. 2). The dashed
curves correspond to no-laser-field conditions.
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ing from a traveling light wave, leaving all other experi-
mental parameters unchanged. In good agreement with

theoretical expectations, we observed a spontaneous force
with magnitude -0.96k y.

Our atomic-beam-deflection profiles resulting from the
BSLW clearly reflect an optical force with a spatial
period determined by the wave-number diAerence of the
two laser modes (Lo=rr/8k). This confirms that the

force results from nonlinear wave-mixing processes be-

tween the two standing-wave components. Also, the
strength ((F)) hky) and sign of the force strongly sup-

port that we, in fact, observed the rectified dipole force
theoretically discussed above.

We note that our experimental deflection profiles can-
not be expected to be fully quantitatively explained by
the force described by Eqs. (2). This is mainly due to
the transverse atomic velocities v~ —y/k occurring dur-

ing the deflection process. For these velocities, exceeding
our theoretical condition of weak Doppler shifts
(kt &«y), both a friction force and a substantial de-

crease of the rectified force occur on account of motion-

induced effects. This may sufficiently explain that the
rectified dipole force appeared weaker in our experiment
((F)-4t1ky) than the corresponding theoretical force
—10tlky calculated from Eqs. (2).

In summary, this Letter reports the first unambiguous
experimental demonstration of a strong rectified dipole
force exerted on two-level atoms in a bichromatic stand-

ing light wave. An explanation for the origin of this
force is given in terms of a space-dependent light-shift
eA'ect. In accordance with theoretical predictions, the
experimentally observed force considerably exceeds the
spontaneous light force and keeps a constant sign over

macroscopic distances. Thus the rectified dipole force
may serve as a new tool for an effective manipulation of
the motion of atoms. It may be, e.g. , very useful for the
design of optical traps for atoms with deep potential
wells of macroscopic size.

We wish to thank Dr. V. I. Balykin for useful and

stimulating discussions.
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